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INTRODUCTION
In November 2020, the City and County of Denver, Community Planning and Development, contracted
Corbett AHS, Inc. to prepare historic contexts and recommendations of historic significance for four (4)
neighborhoods in southeast Denver: Indian Creek, Washington Virginia Vale, Goldsmith, and the area of
University Hills north of East Yale Avenue (University Hills North). This report and historic context, which
addresses Washington Virginia Vale, will help inform the Near Southeast Area Plan of Denver’s
Neighborhood Planning Initiative, and will help accelerate the Discover Denver citywide building survey.
Included here is a description of the Washington Virginia Vale project area, a brief historic context, an
outline of common property types by use/function category, a brief list and discussion of property types,
and a brief discussion of properties with landmark potential within the neighborhood boundaries.
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PROJECT AREA DESCRIPTION
Washington Virginia Vale (Figure 1) lies in southeast Denver. It encompasses approximately 1.86 square
miles and is bounded by East Alameda Avenue on the north, South Quebec Street on the east, Cherry
Creek on the south, and meets the City of Glendale as its west boundary. The neighborhood is bisected
by the diagonal Leetsdale Drive, which provides an active commercial corridor through it.

Figure 1. Washington Virginia Vale Boundary

One property in the Washington Virginia Vale neighborhood, the Four Mile House at 715 South Forest
Street, is a designated City and County of Denver Landmark and is also listed on the National Register of
Historic Places (NRHP). Although the Four Mile House dates to the days of early European-American
2

settlement in the area, the rest of Washington Virginia Vale was largely developed in the post-World War
II period and later, and its housing is a mix of uniform developer-built single-family detached housing, lowand mid-rise apartment blocks and complexes, and townhome complexes. Subdivisions that were
developed in the 1950s and 1960s, for which housing was constructed within a short time frame and with
consistent architectural features and materials, have seen little redevelopment; however, areas that were
platted earlier, from the early twentieth century through 1940, contain housing that has a mix of styles
and construction dates that span decades. It is these latter areas that are seeing increased instances of
redevelopment. The photograph below, taken at East Ohio Avenue and South Krameria Street in the 1888
Capital Hill Terrace subdivision, shows a small house constructed in 1901 in a row with four others
constructed from 2005 to 2019.

Figure 2. A 1901 house (far left) next to a row of four homes constructed between 2005 and 2019, at the southeast
corner of East Ohio Avenue and South Krameria Street. Photograph by Corbett AHS.

Washington Virginia Vale’s commercial properties, which are concentrated along the Leetsdale Drive
corridor, visually demonstrate their heritage as products of the post-World War II automobile suburb.
Two large shopping center complexes lie east of South Monaco Parkway, with supermarkets or other large
retail flanked by smaller storefronts, embracing parking lots that comprise the bulk of the parcel. Smaller
shopping centers and strip malls are also present, with parking lots buffering the storefronts from the
street. Many other businesses along Leetsdale Drive reflect the consumer’s dependence on automobiles:
present and ready to serve the car owner are parts stores, car washes, and maintenance shops, sprinkled
among the fast-casual restaurants and other retail. The corridor notably contains one of the few postWorld War II bowling alleys left in Denver, the former Monaco Lanes, now part of the Bowlero chain.
Synagogues, churches, and other religious facilities are present in Washington Virginia Vale. Although
religious facilities are often examples of adaptive reuse, the ones that were built by and for their
congregations are often architecturally significant. The Rodef Shalom complex / Mizel Museum (1959) at
400 S. Kearney Street, the BMH-BJ Synagogue (1965) at 560 South Monaco Parkway, the Hillel Academy
(1966) at 450 South Hudson, and the Augustana Lutheran Church (1959) at 5000 E. Alameda Parkway are
notable examples of modernist architectural design. Synagogues are numerically dominant (5 examples
are present), and the Staenberg-Loup Jewish Community Center (JCC) lies in the northwest corner of the
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neighborhood. The Augustana Lutheran Church, next to the JCC on East Alameda Avenue, is another
community focal point, offering public concerts and cultural events throughout the year.
Schools include George Washington High School on South Monaco Parkway north of Leetsdale Drive,
McMeen Elementary in the Virginia Vale subdivision at South Holly Street and East Tennessee Avenue,
the Place Bridge Academy charter school on Cherry Creek North Drive near South Quebec Street, and the
Denver Green School (formerly Fallis Elementary School) at 6700 E. Virginia Avenue. All were constructed
in the early 1960s. Two parks are present in the neighborhood. The largest, Garland Park, was
As of 2017, the Washington Virginia Vale neighborhood showed a higher level of ethnic/racial diversity
than many other Denver neighborhoods, with 56% white residents, 17% Black residents, and 16% Latino
residents. Other races comprise 6% of the neighborhood residents. 1

Numbers rounded to the nearest whole number. Source: “Community Facts: Washington Virginia Vale.”
https://denvermetrodata.org/neighborhood/washington-virginia-vale

1
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RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODS
To gain an understanding of the University Hills North neighborhood, its history and character, the
following steps were taken:
•

A “windshield” survey was undertaken, in which the streets of the neighborhood were driven
(where publicly accessible), building types and other cultural landscape features were noted. High
resolution photographs were taken of key, iconic, and exemplar buildings.

•

The history of the area was documented using primary sources accessible through online archival
collections. These included:
o

The Denver Public Library Western History and Genealogy collections.

o

Archives of the Denver Post, accessed online through the Access World News database.

o

United States Census data.

•

Secondary sources, which are included in the references cited/bibliography section of this report,
were frequently consulted. Particularly useful were the MPDFs, “Historic Residential Subdivision
of Metropolitan Denver” and “Colorado’s Mid-Century Schools, 1945-1970.”

•

Maps were created using base layers from archival or online sources (e.g., Google Earth or Google
Maps), with overlays created in PowerPoint.
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HISTORIC CONTEXT
Prior to its development as a post-World War II suburban area, the land that is now the Washington
Virginia Vale neighborhood was nestled between East Alameda Avenue on the north and Cherry Creek on
the south. Figure 3, below, shows that by 1899 it was a combination of farms and platted land, and that
it was bisected by a diagonal road that led southeast through the small settlement of Leetsdale, which lay
adjacent to the Fairmount Cemetery and had been platted in 1892. 2 The 1899 City Directory for Denver
shows Leetsdale Drive as a named street running from Colorado Boulevard and Webster southeast to
Leetsdale. 3

Figure 3. 1899 Willetts Farm Map showing Leetsdale Drive. Washington Virginia Vale boundary is superimposed in
red. Source: Denver Public Library Special Collections, Call No CG4312. N61 1899 .W5.

Settlement in the area was largely agrarian, but notably included the stage stop known today as the Four
Mile House Historic Park. Built in 1858 and believed to be the oldest standing building in Denver, it was
so-called because it was four miles from the center of the City of Denver. It offered travelers on the Old
Cherokee Trail / Santa Fe Stage Road a place to rest and refresh before they arrived in the city. In 1864,

2
3

Elliot and Elliot, p. 350.
Corbett and Ballenger, 1899, p. 78.
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rancher Levi Booth purchased the site, and it was known as the Booth Ranch. 4 As settlement increased in
the immediate surrounds, the road to Leetsdale and the south part of the Fairmount Cemetery had
increasing importance. The 1911 Denver city directory shows that Leetsdale was the anchor street for
most of the houses and businesses around it: Levi Booth is listed as living on Maple near Leetsdale, and
many other residents follow the same pattern. At least two dairies were located along the road. A
photograph taken in the teens or twenties shows the City Park Dairy barn at Leetsdale and South Holly
Street and, off in the distance, a collection of buildings around what would have been the vicinity of
Colorado Blvd and Leetsdale Drive (Figure 4).

Figure 4. The City Park Dairy and attendant Holsteins, facing approximately northwest. Source: Denver Public
Library Special Collections. McClure, Louis Charles, 1867-1957. 1909-1920? Call Number MCC-3935.

In the coming years, dairying would be the order of the day in the Leetsdale area. The Glendale
community, which was by then well established along the corridor, would contain seven dairies by 1929.
Also present was a Grange Hall, the Glendale Grange, on Leetsdale at about South Cherry Street. The
Glendale Grange was founded in 1896 and the hall was constructed in 1897. Active into the 1940s, the
grangers, many of the most active of whom were women, were the core of the community and worked
to keep the Leetsdale Drive area family-friendly, actively opposing a saloon opening in the area. Church
and school groups were able to hold events at the grange, and the grange members were behind an
important effort to connect the Glendale community to the Denver water system. In 1934, the Grange
4

Landmark designation for the Four Mile House Historic Site, Ordinance No. 12, 12/21/1968.
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Hall was expanded, with labor provided by the Works Progress Administration (WPA). 5 Located within
Glendale’s boundary, the Grange Hall is still present at 4521 S. Leetsdale Drive (it was converted to a lamp
store in 1975, and now contains a tobacco shop and tattoo parlor).
A few houses dating to the early twentieth century still remain in Washington Virginia Vale, and those are
mostly sprinkled into the area between South Monaco Parkway and South Kearney Street, with East
Exposition Avenue to the north and East Mississippi Avenue to the south, or what was the 1888 Capitol
Hill Terrace plat. But the dominant housing type belies the most important period of development for
this area, when it ceased being the outskirts of Denver and became a thriving node of the city: the years
following the end of the second world war.
Historians generally agree that three factors were primarily at the heart of the post-World War II suburb:
•

•

•

The first factor was a critical shortage of housing in the immediate postwar years caused by a 16year slump in the housing market from the Great Depression through World War II, the return of
more than six million military personnel to civilian life, and the wartime and postwar rise in the
marriage and birth rate.
Second, governmental policies, generally under the Federal Housing Administration (FHA), heavily
favored suburban development over other ways to meet housing needs, such as multi-family
housing in urban settings.
Third, new production technologies developed during wartime allowed developers to take an
assembly line approach to building on an unprecedented scale. 6

Also important to understanding the development of the post-World War II suburb are post-World War II
advances in transportation. Although housing construction had fallen far short of demand through the
Great Depression and the war years, automobile sales for those years had risen or at least had held
relatively steady. After the war, as the economy boomed and gas was cheap, the meaning and importance
of the automobile in the culture of the American middle class reached new heights. 7 Downtowns as
primary locales of shopping and social life in larger urban areas gave way to automobile transportation
corridors where parking was easier and the stores just as well stocked, and the locations were far more
accessible to the new tracts of housing that were developed hand in hand with the roads that led to them.
Even as World War II was ending, the City and County of Denver moved to annex lands southeast of
Denver. In 1951 the City began annexation in the north part of Washington Virginia Vale. The Glendale
community incorporated in 1952 to head off annexation, but by 1963 nearly all of what is now Washington
Virginia Vale had been added to Denver (Figure 5).

Littleton, Colorado. “The Granges” The Granges | Littleton CO (littletongov.org)
Jackson 1985:232; Nicolaides and Wiese 2006:257-258; Wright 1981:242
7
Jackson 1985:187
5
6
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Figure 5. Dates of major annexations to the City and County of Denver. Source: Denver Open Data/Google Earth.

With city services available thanks to annexation, housing developers were at the ready. The graphic
below shows the growth in single-family housing within the neighborhood for the 1940s, 1950s, and 1960s
(Figure 6). Although a few earlier developments during the war and the immediate postwar years had
shown some reliance on simple, traditional architectural plans, by the time the larger developments
appeared in Washington Virginia Vale the order of the day was the Ranch house. Usually roughly
rectangular in plan, with low-pitched roofs, picture windows, and street-facing attached garages, Ranches
were usually offered to consumers in a limited variety of plans; builders would offer prospective buyers
three or four variations on what was basically the same house.

9

Figure 6. Single family homes by decade for the forties, fifties, and sixties. Source: Schroeppel,
Denverurbanism.com.

In 1950, the MCT Construction Company platted the Monaco Gardens subdivision, which was annexed to
the city the next year. One of the early post-World War II developers, MCT built small, hipped-roof
Transitional Ranches that were a bridge between the earlier Minimal Traditional homes of the interwar
and war years and the stretched-out Ranches seen in later developments. Similar were the Ranch homes
in the Mayfair Company’s subdivision, Winston Downs, which lay south and west of Alameda and Quebec
and was platted and annexed in 1955. But the Ranch home as the standard bearer for the post-WWII
period in this area really came into its own as a result of the efforts of Marcus Bogue, developer of Virginia
Vale, and Hiram B. “H.B.“ Wolff, developer of Lynwood.
Marcus Bogue’s Virginia Vale was a 550-home development on 180-acres, constructed in the late 1950s.
Lying between Leetsdale Drive on the north and Cherry Creek on the south, with South Kearney Street
and South Forest bounding it on the east and west, respectively, it was reported to be a nine-million-dollar
investment. Platted in 1956 (Filing 1) and 1958 (Filings 2 and 3), it included land for an elementary school
(McMeen) and a city park (Garland Park), features that were becoming the standard in large post-WWII
subdivisions. 8 In Virginia Vale, the real innovation (and key marketing tool) was a recreation area that
included a club building and a 50 x 82 ft swimming pool. A 1958 full page ad for the development featured
the swim club prominently, selling not just homes to Bogue’s potential customers, but more importantly
marketing an ideal that encapsulated the optimism of the 1950s: the good life was now available to people
who had only imagined it before (Figure 7). For new homebuyers in the subdivision, their contracts
amplified the message that worth came with ownership; for only a modest initiation fee, Virginia Vale
residents would be club members and, once Bogue had recouped his costs, their community would own
the facility. 9

8
9

Bogue’s predecessor Ted Hutchinson had included land for a park and school in University Hills, platted in 1949.
Denver Post, August 10, 1956, p. 19.; Denver Post, August 12, 1958, p. 30.
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Figure 7. Marcus Bogue’s full-page ad for Virginia Vale sold not only houses, but the idea of a lifestyle. Denver Post,
August 12, 1958, p. 30.

Bogue named Virginia Vale for his wife, Virginia, just as he had named Virginia Village for her. The houses
he constructed in the new development were almost exclusively Ranch style homes, but with a stylistic
variant that seemed to come from the Storybook style; weep mortar extruded from the joints of the brick
façade, and “bargeboard” treatments added depth to front-facing gables (Figure 8). Although Filing 3 of
Virginia Vale also include some split-level homes, a few of which are Contemporary style, this layer of
quaintness on the Virginia Vale Ranches set them apart from more pedestrian designs in other
developments.

Figure 8. Representative Virginia Vale Ranch, with “bargeboard” gable treatment and weep mortar. Photograph by
Corbett AHS.

A few years later in the mid-1960s, H. B. Wolff platted and developed Filings 7 and 8 of Lynwood to the
east of Virginia Vale, between South Monaco Parkway and South Oneida Street just north of Cherry Creek.
Wolff had built earlier filings of Lynwood with his son, Brad Wolff, in what is now the Virginia Village
neighborhood south of Cherry Creek, to the south and west of Cook Park. There, in the second filing of
Lynwood, as well as in another of their developments, Krisana Park, the Wolffs had built distinctive
contemporary homes, for which architect Frenchie Gratts had produced designs that were influenced by
the ground-breaking modernism seen in California’s Eichler developments. 10 In Lynwood Filings 7 and 8,
Wolff stuck to a more traditional design palette, as can be seen in a 1965 ad for Lynwood Filing 7 (Figure
9), which was composed entirely of Ranch homes, although Filing 8 was predominately Ranch but with
some Split level homes sprinkled in.

10

Corbett, Glandon, and Litwack. 2019. “Survey Report: The Virginia Village Neighborhood,” p. 28-29.
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Figure 9. Ad for H. B. Wolff’s Lynwood, Filing 7 development. Denver Post, December 13, 1965, p. 75.
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Ranch homes gave young families of the postwar years room to grow, and many Baby Boomers would
grow up in them, attending neighborhood schools. Denver Public Schools invested in Washington Virginia
Vale with school buildings designed in the International Style, which projected to passersby the forwardthinking educational ideals of the Atomic Age. Architectural historian Abigail Christman notes that such
design, by abandoning historical referents in design, emphasized their functional and practical nature. 11
Fallis Elementary School (Now the Denver Green School) on East Virginia Avenue and McMeen Elementary
on South Holly Street are both good examples of the International Style in school design. The most notable
example of this style in the service of education, however, is George Washington High School on South
Monaco Parkway between Virginia and Exposition (Figure 10). Designed by Raymond H. Ervin and
Associates, it was built to accommodate 2,500 students.

Figure 10. East-facing façade of George Washington High School. Source: San Jose Mercury News, 2/28/2019.

Until 1970, the students at George Washington were almost uniformly white, a reflection of the racial
demographic of the post-World War II subdivisions in Washington Virginia Vale. Although in 1959, the Fair
Housing Practices Act (a statute prohibiting discrimination in housing based on race, creed, color, national
origin, or ancestry) became state law in Colorado, racial segregation in Denver’s neighborhoods was
already deeply entrenched and many mortgage lenders found ways to circumvent the law. 12 Federal
legislation passed in the 1960s continued to help diversify the racial and ethnic demographics of Denver’s
neighborhoods, but change did not come quickly. In 1970, a Federal Court order aiming to achieve racial
integration in Denver’s schools resulted in the busing of 250 Black students from North Denver to George
Washington. Although the transition to a more racially diverse environment was tumultuous and was,
according to retrospective news accounts, handled poorly by administrators, today George Washington
has a thriving and diverse student body. 13

Christman, Abigail. 2016. Colorado’s’ Mid-Century Schools, 1945-1970. MPDF
Simmons, Simmons, and Bunyak, p. E-88.
13
“Remembering Desegregation Strife At Denver’s George Washington High School” Colorado Public Radio.
https://www.cpr.org/show-segment/remembering-desegregation-strife-at-denvers-george-washington-high11
12
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The geographer Michael Johns writes of the particular importance one type of activity had to life in the
US during the post-World War II period: bowling. It was the single biggest adult form of recreation, and
the number of bowling allies in the United States doubled during the 1950s. Bowling teams and leagues,
sponsored by employers, churches, and other groups, were enormously popular, and bowling alleys were
often a focal point for community life. 14 Along Leetsdale Drive just east of South Monaco Parkway,
Monaco Lanes opened in 1959. The million-dollar investment of Denver businessman John Weinreich, the
bowling alley was notably state-of-the art, with 40 lanes and featuring amenities that were tailored to
fetching women’s dollars as well as men’s, including a nursery staffed by a registered nurse that offered
childcare, and vigilant mothers could watch their offspring on a closed-circuit television between their
strikes and spares (Figure 11). The establishment also contained a cocktail lounge, which catered to adults
of either sex. 15

school/; High School Rankings, https://www.usnews.com/education/best-high-schools/colorado/districts/denverpublic-schools/george-washington-high-school-4065
14
Johns, Moment of Grace 2003:111
15
“Bowling Alley Stresses Children’s Features.” Sunday Denver Post, October 25, 1959, p. 81.
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Figure 11. Photograph from an article promoting Monaco Lanes in the Sunday Denver Post, October 25, 1959.

Another important post-World War II recreational facility in the neighborhood was the Jewish Community
Center (JCC) on East Alameda Avenue at South Dahlia Street. Now officially named the Staenberg-Loup
Jewish Community Center, it was constructed in 1962 and designed by Robert M. Morris, who designed
some important modernist buildings in Denver, including an early 1953 A-frame style house at 1920 South
Albion Street. The JCC was a product of the post-World War II move of Jewish residents of the city out of
the West Colfax neighborhood that had been predominately Jewish and into newer neighborhoods,
particularly in Hilltop and the adjacent northern area of Washington Virginia Vale, which is sometimes
referred to as “South Hilltop.” 16 Opening in 1962, it offered a “broad new vista of activities, culture, and
study for members” according to an article in the Denver Post. 17
History of the Jews in Denver, Wikipedia. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_the_Jews_in_Denver; “The
Jewish Community of Denver,” https://dbs.anumuseum.org.il/skn/en/c6/e149285/Place/Denver.
17
“Public Preview Set June 10th at Jewish Recreation Center.” Denver Post, May 20 , 1962, p. 18
16
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The “South Hilltop” area of Washington Virginia Vale seems to reflect a cultural taste for the new and
modern on the part of Denver’s post-World War II Jewish community. Also present in the area are other
important modernist works like the 1959 Rodef Shalom Synagogue (now the Mizel Museum) at 400 S.
Kearney, an Expressionist building designed by architects William Muchow and Leo Rosenthal. The folded
plate roof in Muchow’s design is echoed more fluidly in the Hillel Academy at 450 South Hudson Street,
constructed in 1966 (architect not revealed in the course of research). The Hillel School’s rhythmic roofline
seems to gaze onto busy Leetsdale Drive below (Figure 12). Lastly, BMH-BJ Center at 560 South Monaco
Parkway, built in 1965 and designed by architect Hans Kahn. 18

Figure 12. The 1966 Hillel School at 450 South Hudson, overlooking Leetsdale Drive. Photograph by Corbett AHS.

One door to the east of the JCC is yet another significant work of modern architecture, the Augustana
Lutheran Church, designed in 1959 by Edward A. Sövik (Figure 13). Architectural historian Gretchen
Townsend Buggeln notes that Augustana reflects both a mid twentieth century embrace of Modernist
church architecture and traditional spatial arrangements found in Gothic churches, and that Sövik was
influenced by pioneering Modernist churches such as the Eliel and Eero Saarinen’s First Christian Church
in Columbus, Indiana. 19

Notably, architect Hans Kahn, who was himself a member of the BMH-BJ congregation, fled Nazi persecution
with his family when he was a boy. https://www.ijn.com/hans-kahn/;
19
Bain et al. 2018.
18

17

Figure 13. Augustana Lutheran Church, 1959. 5000 E. Alameda Avenue. Photograph by Corbett AHS.

At the end of the post-WWII period, developers in southeast Denver began to cater less to the family and
more to the young singles or couples who were looking for affordable homes close or easily accessible to
jobs and social life. In the late 1960s through the 1970s and 1980s, townhomes and condominiums as well
as low-rise apartment complexes became popular. The neighborhoods in Southeast Denver that still had
space upon which to build were targets for this kind of construction, and Washington Virginia Vale saw
many condominium and apartment complexes constructed along the primary arteries and near the
commercial corridors. Along the east edge of Washington Virginia Vale, the Spyglass condominium
community on South Quebec, constructed in 1973-74, is an example of this type of multi-family
construction. On the west side of the neighborhood, where it adjoins Glendale, mid-rise apartment
buildings like The Rise at 878 South Dexter are more common.
Over the past half-century, the Washington Virginia Vale neighborhood has become more racially and
ethnically diverse. Census records show that in 1970 the area residents were nearly all white (over 99%),
but by 2010 these numbers had changed significantly, with over 30% of neighborhood residents
enumerated as non-white or Latinx. In 2017, the most recent year for which data is available, these
numbers have held approximately the same. 20 As with almost all Denver neighborhoods, Washington
Virginia Vale will continue to change, as the ideas and values of the residents and other Denverites are

U.S. Department of Commerce, 1970 Census of Population and Housing. Denver, Colorado, Tract 53,
p. 20. 1970 Census of Population and Housing: Census Tracts; 2010 census data
https://koordinates.com/layer/101892-denver-colorado-census-tracts-2010/history/;
https://denvermetrodata.org/neighborhood/university-hillsdenver-county 2017 data is for the full University Hills
neighborhood.
20

18

realized in the cultural landscapes of the area. What form this takes, time will tell, but the next chapter is
only a turn of the page away.
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OUTLINE OF COMMON PROPERTY TYPES
Multiple examples of the following property types were observed in the Washington Virginia Vale
neighborhood. Single-family Ranch type/style dwellings comprise the dominant residential type, although
split-level homes are also common. Streets in the subdivisions platted before the post-World War II period
tend to be have a cardinal grid alignment (streets run east-west and north-south) with alleys cutting
through blocks. Subdivisions platted during the post-World War II period have streets that curve, often
ending in T-intersections and round cul-de-sacs, and alleys are not present. In the Lynwood and Virginia
Vale subdivisions, some streets parallel Cherry Creek, which runs diagonally along the south edge of the
neighborhood. Setbacks in the post-World War II subdivisions are generally consistently between 25 and
35 feet. In the older subdivisions, setbacks may vary to a greater extent.
Multi-family structures cover a range of types. Condominium complexes, townhome complexes, and
apartment buildings are concentrated on the west side of the neighborhood where it borders Glendale
and on the east side of the neighborhood between South Monaco Parkway and South Quebec Street.
Apartment buildings are low- or mid-rise and usually ringed by parking lots. Townhome and condominium
complexes tend to be large parcels covering blocks (the Spyglass Creek complex at 7100 E. Mississippi
covers nearly 30 acres) and are laced with winding or angular access roads.
Common commercial property types in Washington Virginia Vale are predominately single-story
structures associated with retail businesses. They include single-storefront structures, many of which have
been adapted and/or altered for business types other than that for which they were constructed, small
strip shopping malls, and large shopping centers. Although some mid-rise office buildings are present,
they are not common; however, low-rise office buildings are present in several locations. High-rise
buildings are not found in the neighborhood, although some examples are found immediately adjacent in
Glendale Commercial properties tend to be along or near Leetsdale Drive. Commercial block buildings are
also present, usually housing offices or financial service providers. Three mid-rise office towers are
present near South Monaco Parkway and East Tennessee Avenue, but these are not present in a sufficient
number to be considered a common type.
For the examples below, basic locational information (to the subdivision level, where applicable) is
provided, as well as the year of construction given by the assessor. For commercial and multi-family
properties, addresses are given in addition to subdivision information. Form and style (where style is
applicable) are given. Materials described are the dominant visible materials.
Common Property Types: Single Family Homes
Image

Location and Information
Virginia Vale, Filing 2
South Ivy Way
1957
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Form, Style, and Materials

Ranch type / style
Brick and wood siding

Common Property Types: Single Family Homes
Image

Location and Information

Form, Style, and Materials

Virginia Vale, Filing 3

Split-Level type

East Custer Place

Ranch style or no style

1963

Brick and wood siding

Common Property Types: Multi-family Homes
Image

Location and Information

Form, Style, and Materials

Spyglass Creek Condominiums

Apartment / Condominium
Complex

South Oneida Street

No style

1973-1974

Wood Frame construction
Wood or Hardieboard siding

Townhomes at Leyden Walk
786 Leyden Street
2006

Apartment
878 South Dexter Street
1968

Townhome complex
Wood frame construction
Hardieboard siding, wood
shingle, stone veneer

Mid-rise apartment building
5 Story interior access
apartment block / complex
Steel Frame
Brick, metal panel balconies
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Common Property Types: Commercial Properties
Image

Location and Information

Form, Style, and Materials

South Quebec Street at
Leetsdale

Multiple storefront
shopping center/complex

1992

No style
Stucco exterior

Restaurant in altered building
5701 Leetsdale Drive

Single storefront
(Mansard addition fronting
original A-frame structure)
No style

1964

Wood siding
Wood shingle
Strip mall
6603 Leetsdale Drive
1984

One story commercial block
building
No style
Steel signage awning
Brick veneer
Storefronts face parking lot
Low-rise commercial office
building

Bank

South Monaco Parkway and E.
Modern style
Tennessee Ave.

All-brick exterior

1985

Gas Station
South Monaco Parkway and
Leetsdale Drive
1982

Gas Station
No style
Brick
Pump canopy
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KEY/ICONIC PROPERTIES
The following individual structures and properties and concentrations of structures and properties are
notable in Washington Virginia Vale for their unique or elevated ability to represent aspects of the
neighborhood’s history. 21 Locations are mapped below (Figure 14). For each entry, a brief discussion of
the property’s history, potential for landmarking and eligibility to the National Register of Historic Places
(NRHP) is included. Photographs of these structures or representative structures contained within the
concentrations follow each discussion. 22

Figure 14. Map of key/iconic buildings and concentrations of buildings in Washington Virginia Vale

The term structure is here applied to buildings in order to maintain consistency with the City and County of
Denver Landmark Ordinance, Section 30.2 (18). The National Register of Historic Places distinguishes buildings
from structures in its categorization of property types (see NRHP Bulletin 15, How to Apply the National Register
Criteria for Evaluation, p. 4).
22
All photographs by Corbett AHS, Inc.
21

23

Structures, Individual Properties
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•

Rodef Shalom Synagogue / Mizel Museum. 1959. 400 S. Kearney Street. The expressionist Rodef
Shalom Synagogue, now the Mizel Museum, is part of the Rodef Shalom Synagogue complex at
400 S. Kearney Street. It was constructed in 1959 and was designed by William Muchow and Leo
Rosenthal. 23 It appears to have good architectural integrity and would likely have potential for
Landmark designation. Further, it would be eligible for the NRHP under Criterion C in the area of
Architecture and Criterion A in the area of Religion at the local level.

•

BMH-BJ Synagogue, 1965. 560 S. Monaco Parkway. Designed by architect and BMH-BJ
congregation member Hans Kahn of Murrin-Kash-Kahn, this muscular modernist building became
the home of the BMH-BJ congregation in 1959, when they moved from the synagogue at 16th and
Gaylord in Wyman. It carries potential for Landmark designation and would be eligible to the
NRHP under Criterion A in the area of religion and Criterion C in the area of architecture at the
local level.

Denver Post, May 9, 1959, p. 4; Paglia 2005.
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•

Hillel Academy. 1966. 450 S. Hudson Street. Research did not reveal the architect of the Hillel
Academy, and it has been altered, but the building is clearly a significant work of modern
architecture, with its fluid, rhythmic roofline and banked into the hillside and overlooking
southeast Denver. It carried potential for Landmark designation and would (at minimum) be
eligible to the NRHP under Criterion C in the area of Architecture at the local level.

•

Jewish Community Center / Staenberg-Loup Jewish Community Center. 1962. 350 S. Dahlia St.
The JCC was designed by architect Robert M. Morris and replaced the earlier Jewish Community
Center at 14th and Williams. It was and is an important site to the Jewish community in the city. It
has been altered and does not retain sufficient historic integrity to support designation, either as
a Denver landmark or to the NRHP.

•

Augustana Lutheran Church. 1959. 5000 E. Alameda Ave. Augustana Lutheran Church was
designed by noted church architect Edward A. Sövik of Northfield, Minnesota. With modern style
that still communicates traditional church form and the freestanding steel tower holding the
cross, it is one of the more significant works of modern architecture in Denver. It retains good
25

integrity and carries It carried potential for Landmark designation and would be eligible to the
NRHP under Criterion C in the area of Architecture at the local level.

•

George Washington High School (5DV.8052). 1960. 655 S. Monaco Parkway. Designed by
Raymond H. Ervin and Associates, George Washington High School was documented It was
documented by Front Range Research Associates in 2000 and was determined at that time to be
eligible for Landmark status. Further, it was noted to have exceptional significance as an example
of the International Style in the context of a large (very large) urban school, despite that it was at
that time not yet fifty years old. It was determined to be eligible to the NRHP under criteria A and
C, in the areas of Education and Architecture at the local level.
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•

Denver Green School / Fallis Elementary School (5DV.8051). 1960. 6700 E. Virginia Street.
Constructed in 1960 and designed by architect Robert Linstedt in the International Style, Fallis
Elementary served Denver Public School District no. 1 until it was closed by the district in 2008. It
was documented by Front Range Research Associates in 2000 and was determined at that time
to be eligible for Landmark status but was less than fifty years old and thus not eligible for the
NRHP. In the two decades hence, it has passed the fifty-year mark, and as a good example of
International Style Modern architecture with good historic integrity, it should be understood to
meet Criterion C in the area of Architecture at the local level.

•

McMeen Elementary School. 1958/1966. 1000 S. Holly Street. Designed by architect C. Francis
Pillsbury, McMeen was documented in 2008 by Front Range Research Associates and determined
to be not eligible for the NRHP but was less than fifty years old. Since that time, it has passed the
fifty year mark, and as a good example of International Style Modern architecture with good
historic integrity, it should be understood to meet Criterion C in the area of Architecture at the
local level.

•

Place Bridge Academy / Place Junior High School. 1971. 7125 E. Cherry Creek North Drive.
Designed by architect William Muchow, Place Junior High School has not been previously
recorded. A newspaper photograph taken around the time of its completion shows that it has
changed little and has good integrity. As a distinctive example of late modern style (elements of
formalism and brutalism are evident in the rhythmic colonnade and brick and aggregate
27

materials), it would meet Landmark criteria C and D, and also possibly F and J, and would therefore
have potential to be a Denver landmark. It would also be eligible for the NRHP under criteria A
and C, in the areas of Education and Architecture at the local level.

•

Monaco Lanes. 1959. 6767 Leetsdale Drive. Monaco Lanes was constructed at the zenith of the
bowling’s popularity in the post-WWII period. It has remained open and operative ever since, and
today, as bowling undergoes a resurgence in popularity, it has been bought by the Bowlero chain.
Updates to its appearance have not greatly affected its historic integrity. It may contain landmark
potential under historical, geographical, and cultural criteria and would be eligible for the NRHP
in under Criterion A the area of Entertainment/Recreation at the local level.

Concentrations of Structures
Two subdivisions contained within the Washington Virginia Vale neighborhood demonstrate the cohesive
design elements needed to communicate their histories as exemplars of post-World War II subdivisions.
These are:
•

Virginia Vale. Developed by Marcus Bogue in the mid-late 1950s, Virginia Vale has a good overall
level of integrity, with few instances of second-story additions or redevelopment present. The
Ranch and Split-Level structures found on its streets have unique stylistic elements, such as
“Chalet” style front-facing gable treatments and weep mortar. Some contemporary elements are
also present on some of the structures. This subdivision may carry the potential for landmarking
and might also be potentially eligible to the NRHP as an historic district.
28

•

Lynwood, Filings 7 and 8. Developed by H. B. Wolff in the mid-1960s, this subdivision is comprised
of Ranch and Split-Level type homes. Filing 7 is comprised entirely of Ranches and Filing 8 is a
mixture of Ranches and Split-Level structures Although rear additions on the houses are common,
no instances of redevelopment were observed. Although individual properties were not fully
assessed, they appear to have good integrity overall. This subdivision may carry the potential for
landmarking and might also be potentially eligible to the NRHP as an historic district.
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APPENDIX: DESIGNATED PROPERTIES
Four Mile House

715 South Forest Street.
Denver Landmark Ordinance #422, 1968
National Register of Historic Places, 1969

Four Mile House in 1986. Source: Denver Public Library Western History and
Genealogy Collection, call no. Z-10852. Photographer: Roger Whitacre.

